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ENGLISH 

 
Q1. Answer the following questions:           

a. What made Babulal’s eyes nearly pop out of his head? 

b. What does the speaker in the poem, Twelve O’clock want to do? 

c. How did tortoise manage to get to the sky-gods feast? 

d. What trick did Tortoise paly on the birds at the feast? 

e. Why was the class happy to see what came out of the chest. 

f. According to Maria, when is it difficult to smile?    (6 × 3 = 18) 

Q2: Fill in the blanks using little, a little, a few or a few. 

1. Even though it is midnight, there are ________ people at eh stop. 

2. ________ Idioms know that he is a great scientist. 

3. There is ________ traffic on the road at down. 

4. I have ________ money left over for lunch.     (1 ×  4 = 4) 

Q3: Use appropriate reflexive pronouns; 

a. He can drive _________to work. 

b. Parul is too small to eat by _________. 

c. I wash my clothes _________. 

d. A cat likes _________ clean with its tongue.     (1 ×  4 = 4 

Q4: Write a paragraph on anyone of the following: 

 a. My Favourite Teacher 

 b. My School 

 c. Corona Virus (COVID-19)       (04) 
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MATHEMATICS 

 
Q1:  Write the successor and predecessor of the following numbers.    (1 × 5 = 5) 

        (a)  502566             (b)  444908           

(c)  824787         (d)  523808 

(e)  122329 

Q2:  Write the number names.                                                                     (1 × 5 = 5) 

 (a)  67,80,956          (b)  80,08,203       

(c)  99,04,56,229       (d)  4,09,08,706  

(d)   33,45,44,231 

Q3:  Fill in the blanks.                                                                                     (2 × 5 = 10) 

       (a)  100 thousand = _________ lakh. 

 (b)  1 million = _________ lakh. 

 (c)   1 crore = _________ million. 

 (d)  100 million = _________ crores. 

 (e)  10 hundred thousand = _________ million. 

Q4:  Write the expanded form of the following numbers.                          (1 × 5 = 5) 

 (a)  492652         (b)  6503912       

 (c)  2300485          (d)  5072109   

 (e)  7560820 

Q5:  From the greatest 8-digit number subtract the smallest seven digit number. 

(05) 
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SCIENCE 

Q1: Long answer type questions:        

a. How are seeds dispersed by animals? 

b. What are the characteristics of an insects pollinated flower? 

c. How do regular exercise help us? 

d. How does inoculation help to prevent diseases?     (2 × 4 = 8) 

Q2: Short answer type questions:        

I. Why do we need to eat roughage? 

II. What are the common sources of water in your diet other than drinking water? 

III. Which part of the plant produces seeds? 

IV. How are flowers pollinated?       (1½ × 4 = 6) 

Q3: Name the following;         

a. The outermost part of a flower 

b. Two things required for germination of a seed. 

c. A mineral required to build strong bones. 

d. A vitamin required for good eyesight. 

e. Two diseases spread by mosquito bite.     (1 × 5 = 5) 

Q4: Fill in the blanks:          

a. Fats and oils provide _____________ 

b. Dengue causing mosquitoes bite during the _____________ 

c. Pollen is produced by the _____________ 

d. The part of the plant which produced seeds is the _____________. 

e. Coconut is a seed dispersed by _____________.     (1 × 5 = 5) 

Q5: Match the following:         

 a. Diwali crackers  i. Bathing water 

 b. Polio    ii. Burns 

 c. Malasia   iii. Sage to cross road 

 d. Zebra crossing  iv. Puddles and choked drains  (1 × 5 = 5) 

Q6: Long answer type questions;        

 a. How do we have sounds around us? 

 b. Differentiate between voluntary and involuntary actions.   (1 + 1  = 2) 
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SOCIAL SCIENCE 

 
Q1:  Name some important lines of latitude and longitude and their degree. 

Q2: Note down any six convention symbols used in a map? 

Q3: Explain the three climatic zones of the earth? 

Q4: Why is Congo forest called the heart of Darkness?     (4 × 4 = 16) 

Q5: Choose the correct option; 

I. The condition of atmosphere at a particular time and place is called;  

a. Season  b. Weather c. Climate d. NOTA 

 II. What does a cartographer make? 

  a. Atlas  b. Maps  c. Globe  d. NOTA 

 III. Latitude of North Pole is labeled as:- 

  a. 1800N  b. 3600N  c. 900N  d. NOTA 

 IV. Which is the second longest river of the world? 

  a. Nile  b. Congo  c. Amazon d. Yellow 

            (4 × 1 = 4) 

Q6: Fill in the blanks with the words given below; 

 Rainfall, equator, 5895 meters, Greenwich 

I. The ___________s is the longest line of latitude. 

II. Humidity causes ___________ 

III. Mount Kilimanjaro ___________ 

IV. Prime Meridian passes through ___________     (4 × 1 = 4) 

Q7: Match the following: 

1. Noon  a. Giraffe 

2. Tree  b. Minerals 

3. Banobos c. Hottest Time 

4. Okapi  d. Pygmy Chimpanzee 

5. Katariga e. Heavy canopies 

6. 900 N  f. North-pole      (6 × 1 = 6) 
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